And that’s a wrap for Q1!

What an exciting first quarter it’s been! The Academy trained 251 professionals in the community - from new starts to Avaloq veterans. It’s been our pleasure to share our Avaloq knowledge with you.

Accreditation bestsellers

Customization: Delta 2019 H2
- 40+ professionals trained
- The migration API is the part of the Avaloq’s Avaloqt Open Interface concept that is used to migrate an existing banking system to the Avaloq Banking Suite.

Avaloq Web APIs
- 35+ professionals trained
- Covers the Avaloq REST API products; AMI Web Services for customized API development, and the pre-built, off-the-shelf API products - Open APIs and Community APIs.

ABR/S development and customization primer
- 20+ professionals trained
- Learn how to customize within the ABR/S development framework by learning about ABR/S concepts, roles, processes, and conventions.

Did you know?
Avaloq Academy regularly updates courses to make sure that you are always in the know.

Newly launched courses
- ABR/S bank-specific customization and contributions
- Avaloq Container Platform Reference
- Web banking app development

Newly updated courses
- Avaloq Foundation
- Global Implementation Method Fundamentals
- GIM Cross-functional overview incl. ACIP exam